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ABSTRACT
PREDICTION OF ALTERNATIVE SPLICE SITES IN HUMAN GENES
by Douglas A. Simmons
This thesis addresses the problem of predicting alternative splice sites in human
genes. The most common way to identify alternative splice sites are the use of expressed
sequence tags and microarray data. Since genes only produce alternative proteins under
certain conditions, these methods are limited to detecting only alternative splice sites in
genes whose alternative protein forms are expressed under the tested conditions.
I have introduced three multiclass support vector machines that predict upstream
and downstream alternative 3’ splice sites, upstream and downstream alternative 5’ splice
sites, and the 3’ splice site of skipped and cryptic exons. On a test set extracted from the
Alternative Splice Annotation Project database, I was able to correctly classify about
68% of the splice sites in the alternative 3’ set, about 62% of the splice sites in the
alternative 5’ set, and about 66% in the exon skipping set.
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Introduction
The sequencing of the human genome was competed several years ago, sooner than was
expected. Determining the sequence of protein coding regions within the human genome
or any other eukaryotic genome is a very difficult problem, for which there is no reliable
experimental or computational tools [6]. Computational methods are an important area of
on going research for predicting genes. Gene prediction programs have been made that
take several structural features of the gene into consideration. One of the most famous
gene prediction programs developed in the last several years is GENSCAN by Chris
Burge, while a graduate student at Stanford University [9]. GENSCAN uses Hidden
Semi-Markov Models to identify promoters, exons, introns, and splice sites in genes. My
thesis proposal is to take the output file from GENSCAN and use it to analyze the
predicted splice junctions in order to predict which exons that may be involved in an
alternative splicing.
The identification of alternative splice sites is important because it is thought that each
gene codes, on average, three proteins [55]. Splice sites can usually be identified by four
nucleotides at the splice junction, two nucleotides on each side. There are other features
surrounding the splice junctions that need to be taken into consideration, therefore it is
common to look at more nucleotides surrounding the splice junction. This work identifies
some of the discriminative features between the exons that are involved in alternative
splicing and the ones that are not. This allows my program to predict alternatively spliced
exons, and thus multiple proteins that could be produced by a gene. In my preliminary
literature research, I have not been able to find another software tool that predicts
alternative spliced exons in a comprehensive manner. Most packages only identify splice
sites in general, without differentiating between constitutive exons and alternative spliced
exons. My work compares the results of my program against known alternative spliced
exons taken from the Alternative Spliced Annotation Project database [57].

Motivation
Most of the current gene prediction programs only identify the most likely gene that
could exist in a given sequence. It has been hypothesized that 35-42% of the genes in the
human genome encode more than one protein [55]. It was initially predicted that the
human genome encoded over 100,000 genes, but the latest estimates are now less than
30,000 genes. The large reduction in the estimated number of genes is due to the
identification of alternately spliced genes. There are currently 11,717 alternately spliced
human genes compiled in the Alternative Splicing Annotation Project database, second
version, (ASAP II) at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) [57]. If these
estimates are correct, then there is a need to be able to predict these alternative splice
sites, and the proteins that may be produced from them. It is especially important for the
development of drugs for treating diseases, since it is thought that genes that produce
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proteins to fight diseases commonly encode multiple proteins [55]. If we are able to
predict these alternate proteins, we may be able to find drugs that enhance their
production, or have insight into where to look for mutations that may have disabled the
gene.

Biology Background
Living organisms carry genetic information in the form of DNA molecules. Recent
advances in DNA sequencing technology have led to an explosion of genomic data.
Information in cells passes through processes called transcription and translation. Each
DNA molecule contains genes, which decide the structural components of cells, tissues,
and enzymes for biochemical reactions essential for its survival and functioning. In the
process of transcription, genes in the DNA sequences are converted into corresponding
mRNA sequences. In the process of translation, the nucleotides in the coding regions are
translated to synthesize proteins. In eukaryotic genomes, a gene is structured by a variety
of biological features, such as the promoter, start codon, introns, exons, splice sites, stop
codon, and the poly-adenylation signal.
The transcription process occurs in several parts. The DNA sequence that codes for a
gene is converted to pre-mRNA. The pre-mRNA then moves from the nucleus of the cell
to the cytoplasm. In the cytoplasm the introns are spliced out of the pre-mRNA and the
mature mRNA is produced. The conversion from pre-mRNA to mRNA is more complex
than just removing the introns. Alternate splicing is a widespread mechanism by which a
single gene can encode two or more related proteins [35]. There are quite a few programs
available that are useful in predicting genes, but none of them, to my knowledge, are able
to predict which exons may be alternatively spliced, and the different proteins that may
be produced by the gene.

Alternative Splicing in Eukaryotic Genes
In 2000 the initial estimates for the number of human genes was around 153,000 for
making about 90,000 proteins. By 2002 after the initial completion of the Human
Genome Sequence the estimates for the number of human genes had shrunk to between
30,000 and 35,000 protein coding genes. The current estimates are now less than 25,000
[55]. This means that many of the genes that code for proteins in not only the human
genome, but also every eukaryotic organism, code for more than one protein. Some genes
such as the Breast Cancer (BRCA1) gene are known to have splice variations that code
for around 20 different proteins. It is thought that on average each human gene makes 3
alternatively spliced mRNA [55].
There are five types of alternate splicing variations that can occur in the transformation of
pre-RNA to mRNA. These variations are exon skipping, alternate 3’ splicing, alternate 5’
splicing, mutually exclusive exclusion, and intron retention [7].
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Exon skipping occurs when the splicing machinery is blocked, and the exon is left as part
of its two bordering introns, forming one larger intron, which is spliced out as a single
unit. Figure 1 shows an example of exon skipping.

Figure 1. Exon Skipping [55]

Alternative 3’ splicing occurs when the exon has two possible sites that can signal the
beginning of an exon. There are several additional factors that must be present for an
alternative 3’ splice site to be possible. One major feature that must be present for a 3’
splice site is the branch point, which is 10 to 30 base pairs upstream of the splice site.
Each 3’ splice site would need a branch point within this given region. See Figure 2.

Figure 2. Alternative 3’ Splice Site [55]

Alternative 5’ splicing occurs when the exon has two possible sites that can signal the
end of an exon. See Figure 3.

Figure 3. Alternative 5’ Splice Site [55]

Mutually exclusive exons are exons that are not both included in the same mRNA. They
may be included separately in different mRNA’s or both may be excluded. See Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Mutually Exclusive Exons [55]

Intron Retention occurs when an intron is not spliced out of the coding sequence and is
retained in the mRNA. This occurs very rarely in Mammalian genes, but is more
prevalent in plant genes. See Figure 5.

Figure 5. Intron Retention [55].

It is estimated that exons, or protein coding regions, only make up 1% to 2% of the entire
human genome. There are on average 8.8 exons per gene producing an average of 3
alternate mRNA’s.
There are currently several methods used to assemble databases of alternate spliced
genes. The most common method is to use Expressed Sequence Tags (EST) to identify
areas in the genome where a protein is coded [57].
The splicing of introns from the pre-RNA occurs when the splice machine known as the
splicesome attaches before the 5’ end of the exon. The splicesome is a highly conserved
complex of five small nuclear uridine rich RNA molecules (snRNA – U1, U2, U4, U5,
and U6) [56]. The table below shows the target sites and abundance of each of these
snRNA’s. See Table 1.
snRNP
U1
U2
U5
U4
U6

Splice Target
5' junction
branch
3' junction
?
?

Abundance
Many
1
1
1
1

Table 1. Abundance of Target Sites [56].

The cutting at the splice sites involves regulatory proteins called splicing regulator (SR)
proteins. There are about 10 different known SR proteins identified so far [55]. These SR
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proteins can bind to two different nucleotide sequences called Exonic Splicing Enhancers
(ESE) or Exonic Splicing Suppressors (ESS).

Figure 6. Spliceosome Formation [55].

Figure 6 shows the interactions of the snRNA’s of the splicing machinery, and the
binding of the SR proteins needed to splice introns from the pre-RNA to form the mRNA.

Figure 7. Splicing Suppression [55].

Figure 7 shows how exon skipping can occur when the SR protein in exon 2 binds to an
ESS. The binding of the SR protein to the ESS on exon 2 blocks the splicesome
machinery from binding near exon 2, thus skipping it and creating an alternate mRNA.
There is currently a lot of research being directed toward understanding the different
biological conditions that cause alternate splicing to occur. There are many different
factors that can cause the alternate splicing to occur, from tissue type, stress on the cell,
fighting disease, etc. There are many factors that can influence which exons are spliced or
where they are spliced. The attempt to answer these questions is beyond the scope of this
thesis. This thesis predicts possible exons that may have a high probability of being
involved in an alternatively spliced mRNA. The goal of this thesis is to predict these
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exons so the gene they occur in can be examined more extensively in order to analyze the
possible proteins that may be produced from alternate splicing. I am attempting to
produce a tool that can decrease the possible combinations of proteins that can be
produced from alternative splicing.

Literature Review
Most of the literature review I did was to prepare for the topic I had originally proposed.
My original thesis proposal was to implement GENSCAN with the addition of
incorporating the detection of Transcription Factor Binding Sites (TFBS) into the model.
During my literature research I realized that incorporating TFBS into the model would
cause the algorithm to become computationally more complex without adding any
additional benefits to the model. I will discuss these limitations in more detail in the
literature conclusion section.
Through my literature research I discovered a more interesting and more useful tool that
needed to be developed. Many of the papers that I read on the topic of TFBS prediction
methods, could also be used to predict splice sites. By combining several methods, a
useful tool could be built to predict where an alternate splice might occur in a predicted
gene or a known gene.
The next section describes the Support Vector Machine algorithm and then reviews some
papers that used SVMs and other methods for predicting splice sites in genes.

Support Vector Machine
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning method based on
statistical learning theory for classification and regression. This theory was initially
proposed by Vapnik [49]. SVMs are useful for solving many biological problems, which
involve high-dimensional noisy data, for which SVM’s are known to behave well,
compared to other statistical or learning machine methods. In contrast to most machine
learning methods, Kernel methods like SVM can easily handle non-vector input, such as
variable length sequences or graphs [44].
Kernels not only increase the flexibility by increasing the class of allowed similarity
measures but also make it possible to work with non-vectorial data. This is due to the fact
that kernels automatically provide a vectorial representation of the data in the feature
space [44]. It has been shown that kernels can be used to construct generalizations of any
algorithm that can be carried out in terms of dot products [44].
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Data Representation
A set of objects can be denoted by S = (x1,…,xn), the set of n objects to be analyzed. If
each object xi is an element of a set X, then X could be a set of all possible images, which
one wants to analyze, or the set of all possible molecules in a biological context. The first
question that must be addressed is how to represent the data set S for further processing,
in order to design the data analysis methods [44].
“The vast majority of data analysis methods, outside of kernel methods, have a natural
answer to this question: first define a representation for each object, and then represent
the set of objects by the set of their representations. This means that a representation (x)

  is defined for each possible object x  X, where the representation, for example, be a
real-valued vector ( = p), is a string of finite length, or a more complex representation
that can be processed by an algorithm. The data set S is then represented as the set of
individual object representations, (S) = ((x1),…,( xn)), and the algorithm is designed
to process such data” [44].
Kernel methods offer a radically different answer to the question of how to represent
data. The data can be represented through a set of pairwise comparisons, and does not
need to be represented individually anymore. Instead of using a mapping  : X  to

represent each object x  X by (x)  , a real-valued “comparison function” k : X  X
 is used, and the data set S is represented by an n  n matrix of pairwise comparisons
ki,j = k(xi, xj) [44]. All kernel methods are designed to process such square matrices. The
difference between both approaches is represented in the Figure 8.

X
S

(S) = (aatcgagtcag, atggacgtct, tgcactact)

 1 0.5 0.3 


K =  0.5 1 0.6 
 0.3 0.6 1 



Figure 8. Two different representations of the same data set.
The classic way to represent S is first to define a representation  (x) for each element of x  X,

and then to represent S as the set (S) of representations of its elements (upper part). Kernel
methods are based on a different representation of S, as a matrix of pairwise similarity between it
elements (lower part) [44].
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Second, the nature or the complexity of the objects does not affect the size of the matrix
used to represent a dataset of n objects. The size of the matrix is always n  n. For
example, if you had microarray data for a set of ten tissues, and each are characterized by
thousands of gene expression levels, the kernel matrix would be represented by a 10  10
matrix, no matter how many genes where involved. If you have a small number of objects
to be processed this is computationally attractive [44].
Third, there are many cases where finding a way to explicitly represent each object is
more difficult than comparing the objects that a given algorithm can process. As an
example, many data analysis algorithms, such as least squares regression or neural
networks, require an explicit representation of each object x as a vector (x)  p. There
are some objects, such as protein sequences, where there is no obvious way to represent
the data as vectors in a relevant way, however, there are meaningful pairwise sequence
comparison methods which exist [44].

Formal Definition
“Suppose that the data set S consists of a series of objects x1,…,xn  X, together with a
series of labels y1,…,yn  Y associated with the objects. SVMs are kernel methods to
learn a function f : X  Y from S, which can be used to predict the label of any new
object x  X by f (x)” [44]. The basis of the SVM is that it takes a set of training vectors
xi, and maps them into a higher dimensional feature space by the function .

The definition of the SVM states that there exists a Kernel function that is equivalent to
the dot product of the vectors in the Feature space. The kernel similarity matrix is
equivalent to the dot product of the vectors in the feature space [44]:
K( xi, xj )  (xi) • (xj)
One of the most important concepts of the SVM is that all that is required to find the
linear relations are inner products, so we do not need an explicit representation of the
mapping , nor do we need to know the nature of the feature space. We only need to be
able to evaluate the Kernel function.
Evaluating the kernel on all pairs of data items yields a symmetric positive definite
matrix K known as the kernel matrix. The kernel matrix can be regarded as a matrix of
generalized similarity measures among the data points. Below is a list of four general
kernels that are used most often [32]:
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1. Linear:
K( xi, xj ) = xi  xj
2. Polynomial:
K( xi, xj ) = (xi  xj + r )d,  > 0
3. RBF (Radial basis function):
K( xi, xj ) = exp( - || xi – xj ||2 ) ,  > 0
4. Sigmoid:
K( xi, xj ) = tanh(xi  xj + r )

Training an SVM
Given a training set of instance-label pairs (xi, yi), i = 1,…,l where xi  n and
y  {1, -1}l, the support vector machine requires the solution of the optimization
problem.
The following optimization problem needs to be solved:

min 12 || ω ||2 +C ∑ ξ i

(i)

i

such that, yi(  (xi) + b)  1 - i, and i  0.

In equation (i),  is a weight vector that points perpendicular to the separating
hyperplane, C is a regularization parameter, b is an offset parameter, and xi are slack
variables [44].
The training vectors, xi, are mapped into a higher (sometimes infinite) dimensional space
by the function (xi). C > 0 is the penalty parameter of the error term.
Equation (i) can be solved by solving the following dual problem:

1
min F (α ) = α • Qα − e • α
α
2
subject to
0  i  C, i = 1, …, l,
y   = 0,
where e is the vector of all ones and Q is an l by l positive semi-definite matrix. The
(i, j)-th element of Q is given by Qij  yiyjK(xi, xj) where K(xi, xj)  (xi)  (xj) is called
the kernel function. Then
l
ω = ∑i =1α i y iφ ( xi ) and
l

sgn(ω • φ ( x) + b) = sgn(∑ α i y i K ( xi , x) + b)
i =1
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is the decision function [36].
SVMs are unique in that they focus more on the confidence of the classification than on
the number of misclassifications. One way to formalize the comparison between the
confidence of the classification and the number of misclassifications is shown in the
Figure 9 [44]. “The linear function f (x) =   x + b defines two half-spaces of points
classified positively and negatively with large confidence. The distance between these
two half-spaces, called the margin, is exactly equal to 2/||||. If all of the points in the
training set S were to be correctly classified with strong confidence by a linear function f
with the largest possible margin, this would correspond to the problem of maximizing 2/||
|| under the constraint yi(  x + b)  0 for i = 1, …,n” [44].

Figure 9. Half-spaces of Linear Function f

Scaling Input Vectors
The main advantage of scaling the input is to prevent attributes in greater numeric ranges
from dominating those in smaller numeric ranges. Another advantage is that it helps
reduce the chance of numerical problems when the inner product is taken on vectors with
large attribute values. Scaling each attribute to the range of [-1, 1] or [0, 1] is
recommended [32].

Prediction
An unknown vector can be classified by the support vector by the given formula:
n

f ( x) = ω • x + b = ∑ yiα i xi • x + b

(ii)

i =1
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Equation (ii) will predict the class of x as –1 or +1 depending on the sign of this function.
This can be simplified by the following decision rule:
ĉ = 1 if   x + b  0 or –1 if   x + b  0 [36].

Multi-class Problems
Many real real-world problems require the classification of more than two classes even
though the basic SVM algorithm for pattern recognition is define for the classification of
objects into two classes. The three SVM models used in this project each use four classes
to classify the input sequences. One way to use SVMs in this context is to apply an
implementation that specifically solves multiclass problems [44].
“The most widely used method for multiclass problems involves reformulating them as a
number of binary classification problems, and solving these problems with binary SVMs.
The resulting SVMs must then be combined to form a multiclass prediction algorithm.
The most common way to perform and split this combination is called the one-against-all
scheme. It consists of first finding discrimination between each class and all the others,
thus transforming a problem with N classes into N binary problems. The scores output by
each SVM are then combined by a max rule: an object assigned to the class
corresponding to the SVM that outputs the largest score” [44].
For example, consider a three-class classification problem with the following training set
labels:
y = (1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3).
In the one-against-all scheme this problem is decomposed into three vectors:
y1 = (1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1)
y2 = (-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1)
y3 = (-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1)
Three SVMs are trained on the three class labels respectively. An unknown sample can
be classified by combining the outputs of SVMs, and than the sample is assigned to the
class with the largest output [44].
The method used in the implementation of the three SVM models was the pairwise
classification, where one classifier is learned for each possible pair of classes. It consists
in first finding a discrimination between each pair of classes, thus transforming a problem
with N classes into (N choose 2 or N!/2!(N-2)! ) binary problems. The scores output by
each SVM are then combined by a max rule: an object assigned to the class
corresponding to the SVM that outputs the largest score.
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As an example, consider a four-class classification problem with the following training
set labels:
y = (1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3,4,4,4).
In the pairwise classification scheme this problem is decomposed into six vectors:
y1 = (1,1,1,-1,-1,-1), classes 1, 2
y2 = (1,1,1,-1,-1,-1), classes 1, 3
y3 = (1,1,1,-1,-1,-1), classes 1, 4
y4 = (1,1,1,-1,-1,-1), classes 2, 3
y5 = (1,1,1,-1,-1,-1), classes 2, 4
y6 = (1,1,1,-1,-1,-1), classes 3, 4
Six SVMs are trained on the six class labels respectively. When an unknown sample is
classified, the outputs of SVMs are combined and the sample is assigned to the class with
the largest output [44].

Parameter Setting
In order to use a basic SVM for binary classification, two kinds of parameters have to be
determined [44]:
• The regularization parameter C of the SVM.
• The kernel and its parameters.
It is crucial that a proper choice of these parameters is selected to ensure good
performance of the algorithm. Overfitting is likely to occur if the parameters are set based
on only the performance of the training set used on the SVM. Overfitting occurs when the
performance increases on the training set used, but decreases on new samples [44].
“A standard way to fix parameters is to use cross-validation. Given specific values C and
 the k-fold cross-validation error is calculated by randomly dividing the training set into
k relatively equal size subsets. The SVM is trained on k-1 subsets and its error rate on the
remaining subset is computed. Repeating this process k times, such that each subset is
tested once, the cross-validation error is determined by the average of the test errors”
[44].
Another procedure is Grid search, where C and  are selected to minimize the crossvalidation error. In this scheme a set of candidate values are chosen both for C and , and
the cross-validation error is computed for every possible combination of them. If nc and
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n are the number of candidate values, then the cross-validation error is computed ncn
times, which means the SVM is trained kncn times in total [44].

Procedures for Training
The following procedure for creating the models for the SVM as recommended by C.
Hsu [32]:
1. Transform data to the format of an SVM software.
2. Conduct simple scaling on the data.
3. Consider the RBF kernel K(x, y) = e-||x – y||2.
4. Use cross-validation to find the best parameter C and g.
5. Use the best parameter C and g to train the whole training set.
6. Test the models.
This is a general procedure that has been found to give new users of SVMs good results,
and avoid some of the common mistakes that can cause lower than expected results.

Methods for predicting DNA Splice Sites
Machine learning approaches to the recognition of DNA Splice Junctions.
Several machine learning approaches have been proposed for recognizing DNA splice
junctions. Three of these approaches that were introduced in “Recognition of DNA Splice
Junction via Machine Learning Approaches” [34], are Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Maps
(KSOM), Back-propagation Neural Networks (BNN), and Support Vector Machines
(SVM). There are two variations of the splice sites that need to be identified, the
intron/exon border going from 5’ to 3’, also know as the “acceptor” site, and the
exon/intron border, known as the “donor” site. Splice site recognition is an important
component in the prediction of genes, because there are usually multiple splice sites in
eukaryotic genes. It is important to be able to accurately identify these splice sites in
order to predict the protein coding region of the gene.
The three machine learning approaches introduced above are divided into two categories,
supervised and unsupervised learning. The KSOM is an unsupervised machine learning
algorithm. This means that the result is unknown by the algorithm when it is trained by a
training set. The Back-propagation Neural Network and the Support Vector Machine are
supervised algorithms, meaning that the algorithm knows what the results are for each
item in the training set [34].
The methods described above were trained on a training set that contained 1,000
sequences, and tested on a set of 424 sequences. The sequences in the sets were each 32
base pairs in length, containing 15 nucleotides upstream and 15 nucleotides downstream
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the dinucleotide splice site. The DNA nucleotides were converted into four digit binary
code. The nucleotides adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), thymine (T) were
represented as 0001, 0010, 0100, 1000 respectively [34], increasing the length of the
input sequences to 128 descriptors (32*4).
The KSOM is an unsupervised learning neural network developed by Kohonen. KSOM
transforms input data from a high-dimensional space into a lower-dimensional space in
such a way that the topology of the input data is preserved.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are learning techniques, developed by Vapnik, based on
Statistical Learning Theory. SVM is usually used for binary classification where the
output can have two possible values (e.g. 0 or 1, -1 or 1). SVM learning comprises of two
essential steps. The first involves the use of kernel functions to linearly or non-linearly
transform input data from a low-dimensional space to a high-dimensional space. Second,
numerous hyperplanes are generated that segregates the data objects into distinctive
regions based on the output binary value [34].
The results of the test sets on the three machine learning approaches showed that the
supervised learning models were more accurate at predicting the three classes of junction
sites, gene to non-gene, non-gene to gene, and no transition. In particular the SVM out
performed both the BNN and KSOM in prediction accuracy for each of the three classes,
though the BNN had the same prediction accuracy for the no transition class. The SVM
seems to be the method that warrants further investigation. The SVM could possibly be
used for the application in the prediction of other signals common in gene prediction,
such as the promoter region, Transcription Start Site (TSS), Translation Initiation Sites
(TIS), and poly-adenylation signals.

Maximum Entropy Modeling
The Maximum Entropy Modeling (MEM) method can be used to predict RNA splicing
signals. The maximum entropy method has been used in natural language processing,
amino acid sequence analysis, and as a weighting scheme for database searches [11].
The model is based on a 9 nucleotide 5’ splice site (donor), and a 23 nucleotide at the 3’
splice site (acceptor).
The distribution with the largest Shannon entropy, H, is the best approximation of the
true distribution, given by the expression:
H ( pˆ ) = −∑ pˆ ( x) log 2 ( pˆ ( x))
Let X be a sequence of λ random variables X = {X1, X2, …, Xλ}.
Let x = {x1, x2, …, xλ} represent a specific DNA sequence.
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Let p(X) be the joint probability distribution p(X1 = x1, X2 = x2,…, Xλ = xλ), and P(X = x)
denote the probability of a state in this distribution [11].
There are two categories of constraints:
• Complete constraints, which specifies sets of position dependencies.
• Specific constraints, which are constraints on oligo-nucleotide frequencies at a subset
position.
The Maximum Entropy Model (MEM) is specified with a set of “complete” constraints,
and has two distributions:
• The signal probability distribution – (p+(X)).
• The decoy probability distribution – (p-(X)).
The MEM can be used to distinguish true from false signals from by the likelihood ratio
[11], L,
L( X = x ) =

P + ( X = x)
P − ( X = x)

Permuted Markov Models
Short DNA motifs can be found using Permuted Variable Length Markov Models
(PVLMM). PVLMM can be used to predict both transcription factor binding sites as well
as splice sites.
“By permuting the signal sequence, strongly dependent positions are brought close
enough together to permit distant dependencies to be captured in low-order nonstationary Markov models” [32].
Given a DNA sequence of length L: where x = x1, … , xL, it is possible to calculate the
probability. This probability can be factored into a product of conditional probabilities as
follows [33]:
L

P ( x ) =P ( X 1 = x1 )∏ P ( X l = xl | X 1l −1 = x1l −1 = x1l −1 )

(iii)

l =2

Equation (iii) shows that the current position in the sequence depends on all its
predecessors, however only some of the contexts may be relevant [32].
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Equation (iii) can be simplified by assigning a context function cl to the context x1l −1 that
is only relevant in the past:
L

P ( x ) = P ( X 1 = x1 )∏ P( X l = xl | cl ( X 1l −1 ) = cl ( x1l −1 ))

(iv)

l =2

A permutation, π, can be applied to position 1, … , L, by the permuted variable length
Markov models (PVLMM) to simplify the component terms in
L

P ( x) = P ( X ∏ (1) = x∏ (1) ) × ∏ P ( X ∏ ( l ) = x∏ ( l ) | X ∏∏((1l)−1) =x ∏∏((1l)−1) )

(v)

l =2

Equation (v) can then be simplified to equation (vi) by using a PVLMM.
L

P ( x ) = P ( X ∏ (1) = x ∏ (1) ) × ∏ P ( X ∏ (l ) = x∏ ( l ) | cl ( X ∏∏((1l)−1) ) = cl ( x ∏∏((1l)−1) )) (vi)
l =2

Permuting the positions in the signal brings important non-adjacent positions together,
while at the same time keeping the important local dependence [33].

Methods for Detecting Discriminative Features of Alternative
Splicing
Identifying Regulatory Sequence Patterns
A method has been developed for finding the regulatory sequence patterns specific to
three of the types of alternative splicing events, alternative 5’ splicing, alternative 3’
splicing, and exon skipping. This method introduced by H.Sakai [43] identifies regulatory
sequence patterns on the alternative exon and its flanking introns.
The method of finding regulatory sequence patterns is performed on DNA sequences and
considers the following various patterns; l-mers with some mismatches, strings over
IUPAC nucleic acid codes (degenerate patterns), and nucleic acid indexing. Conjunctions
and disjunctions can be dealt with since the patterns are formulated as binary functions
[43]. This method categorizes the constitutive exons as negative examples and all the
alternative exons as positive examples.
The method considers four kinds of search regions for alternative 5’ and 3’ exons. These
search regions include the upstream, overlapped exonic, non-overlapped exonic, and
downstream regions. The length of the upstream and downstream regions are constrained
to 100 nucleotides. The exon skipping and constitutive search regions include the
upstream, exonic, and downstream regions. Figure 10 shows where each region is
defined.
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Figure 10. Search Regions Used for the Discriminative Feature Detection Method [43].

Pattern Models Used
There are three patterns used in the method for finding regulatory sequence patterns.
These patterns are the substring pattern, mismatch pattern, and the degenerate pattern.
Some of the details of these patterns are described by H. Sakai [43] below:
• A substring pattern over Σ is a string p over Σ. The substring pattern matcher returns
true if given a string t over Σ if there is at least one occurrence of p in t, and false
otherwise.
• A mismatch pattern over Σ is a pair of a string p over Σ and a nonnegative integer k.
The mismatch pattern matcher returns true if there is at least one substring of a give
string t identical to p except at most k positions, false otherwise.
• A degenerate pattern over Σ is a sequence of subsets of Σ. For a degenerate pattern p
= p1p2…pn with pi  Σ for i = 1,2,…,n, the degenerate pattern matcher returns true if
there is at least one substring s = s1s2…sn (si  Σ) of a given string t such that si is
included in pi for each i = 1,2,…,n, and false otherwise.
A score function F of patterns is based on the binary values depending on whether there
exists an occurrence of a specified pattern or not [43].

Conclusions From Literature Review
There have been several methods introduced for predicting splice sites, from machine
learning methods such as Support Vector Machines, Back-propagation Neural Networks,
and Kohonen Self-Organizing Maps, to the Maximum Entropy Modeling and Permuted
Variable Length Markov Models. All of the previously mentioned methods only attempt
to identify splice sites in general. They do not take into consideration any of the subtle
differences that may exist between constitutive splice sites and those involved in alternate
splicing. The Sakai [43] paper on searching for these discriminative features in
alternatively spliced exons can be used to train machine learning models to recognize
different splice sites.
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It is just as important to be able to determine the correct combination of exons and
alternatively spliced exons that are used to produce a protein. It is the goal of my project
to create a tool that can be used to predict useful alternative splice variants in the human
genome.

Materials and Methods
Procedures for Alternative Splice Site Prediction
Due to the existence of exon splice site enhancers (ESE) and exon splice site silencers
(ESS) around alternative splice site junctions, there should be unique motifs on the DNA
strand that signals the location for them to bind to. These motifs near the splice site
junctions coupled with weak splice junctions [47] found in alternative splice sites would
give enough data differences to classify alternative splice sites from constitutive and
consensus splice sites.
Based on this theory I could train a SVM to separate a given length of DNA sequence
into one of four classifications. These four classifications could be a constitutive splice
site, the upstream alternative splice site, the downstream alternative splice site, or a nonsplicing site. The upstream alternative splice site is an alternative splice site that is
spliced upstream, or the left most splice site, given the DNA strand is oriented from the
5’ to 3’ end. The downstream alternative splice site is the alternative splice site that is
spliced downstream, or the right most splice site, given the DNA strand is oriented from
the 5’ to 3’ end. I selected competing pairs of upstream and downstream splice sites by
the number of Expressed Sequence Tags (EST) and mRNA that supported the two
competing splice sites. I used the condition that at least one of the competing splice sites
had to have 10 or more ESTs support and the other needed to have 3 or more EST
support.
I trained three separate SVM’s to classify alternative splice sites. The three alternative
splice sites that the SVM’s were trained to classify were the alternative 5’ splice site, the
alternative 3’ splice site, and exon skipping. The classes in the exon skipping model were
a little different than those in the alternative 5’ and 3’ models. Instead of classifying an
upstream and downstream alternative site, it classified a major and minor exon. A major
or silenced exon was one that was included in mature mRNA a majority of the time, but
was skipped under certain cell conditions. A minor or cryptic exon was one that was
excluded in the mature mRNA a majority of the time, but under certain cell conditions it
was included in the mature mRNA. As above the two classifications of exons were
supported by the EST and mRNA data in the database.
Another important distinction I used in selecting data for the major and minor exons in
the exon skipping model, was that only sequences where only one exon was skipped were
considered. The number of occurrences where multiple exons were skipped was rare. I
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felt that trying to differentiate between a single skip and a multiple skip would complicate
the prediction, and was beyond the scope of what was trying to accomplish. In the case
where multiple exons were skipped, the range of consecutive exons excluded was from
two to nineteen exons.

Model Selection
I chose to use the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel over the polynomial and sigmoid
kernels. The accuracy results were very close for all three kernels, but the RBF kernel
was recommended by C. Hsu [32] for the following reasons. First, I did not consider the
linear kernel, since it is not considered for use in pattern recognition [12]. Unlike the
linear kernel, the RBF kernel can nonlinearly map samples into a higher dimensional
space, allowing it to handle the case when the relation between class labels and attributes
is nonlinear. The sigmoid kernel behaves like the RBF for certain parameters. The
second reason for choosing the RBF is the number of hyperparameters, which influences
the complexity of model selection. The polynomial kernel has more hyperparameters than
the RBF kernel. Finally, the RBF kernel has less numerical difficulties. One key
difference is that in the RBF kernel, the kernel values are always in the range, 0 < Kij ≤ 1,
but in the polynomial kernels, the kernel values may go to infinity (xiT xj + r > 1) or zero
(xiT xj + r < 1) when the degree is large. There exists problems with the sigmoid kernel in
which some parameters can cause the kernel values in be invalid. In other word the kernel
value is not the inner product of two vectors [32].
I took the nucleotide regions with the highest accuracy scores from each model that was
obtained with the RBF kernel using the default settings. I then trained and tested these
samples with the polynomial and sigmoid kernels for the three SVMs. Figure 11 shows
how similar the accuracies are between the three kernel functions for a given nucleotide
range. The decision to use the RBF kernel came down to the arguments presented in [32].

Accuracy %

Kernel Comparision
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40
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20
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0

RBF
Sigmoid
Poly - 3
Poly - 4

Alt3P100_50

Alt5P100_50

ExonSkip40_100

Nucleotide Upstream and Downstream of Splice Site

Figure 11. Kernel Comparison
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Dataset
Human sequences of alternative splice sites were extracted from the Alternative Splice
Annotation Project II (ASAP II) database [57], publicly available at
“http://www.bioinformatics.ucla.edu/ASAP2”. Sequences for alternative 5’ splice sites,
alternative 3’ splice sites, exon skipping, and constitutive splice sites were extracted from
the database along with the number of ESTs that supported the splice sites. The splice
sites for each of the alternative forms were separated into two classes, the consensus class
and the alternative class. The consensus class was the class for the alternative splice site
that occurred a majority of the time based on more support from the ESTs. The
alternative class was the class for the alternative splice site that occurred a minority of the
time based on support from the number of ESTs for that splice site. The same procedure
was used for exon skipping. The majority for an exon that was not spliced out a majority
of the time and remained in the mRNA after splicing was completed. The minority exon
for an exon that was spliced out a majority of the time and was removed in the mRNA
after splicing was completed.
A total of 1,238 alternative 5’ upstream and downstream splice sites were extracted from
the ASAP II database for use. A total of 984 alternative 3’ upstream and downstream
splice sites were extracted from the database for use. A total of 5,257 consensus skipped
exons and 4,075 cryptic exons were extracted for use. Constitutive splice sites were also
extracted from the database, for both the 5’ and 3’ splice sites. For the constitutive 5’
splice site, a total of 6,104 splice sites for the U1/U2 snRNA spliceosome binding was
extracted. For the constitutive 3’ splice site, a total of 6,124 splice sites for U1/U2
snRNA spliceosome binding was extracted. For the constitutive 5’ and 3’ splice site with
the U11/U12 snRNA spliceosome binding, a total of 515 splice sites for each were
extracted from the database.

5’ SS
Training set
Test set
3’ SS
Training set
Test set
Exon
Skipping
Training set
Test set

Upstream Downstream Constitutive
U1/U2

Constitutive
U11/U12

NonSplicing

564
674

554
684

914
921

24
25

954
954

444
540
Major

432
552
Minor

920
928

25
25

959
955

911
908

723
712

955 - 24
945 – 24

24
24

951
954

Table 2. Training and Testing Set Distributions
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Non-splicing data was extracted from the database by taking random subsequences of
length of 200 nucleotides in the intron and exon regions that did not span any part of a
known splice site. I compiled a total of 11,827 non-splicing subsequences.
The training and testing sets for the constitutive, exon skipping, and non-splicing sets
were randomly selected from the pool of extracted data corresponding to their set. The
training and testing sets for the alternative 3’ and 5’ upstream and downstream splice site
sets, were randomly divided into two somewhat equal sets. Table 2 shows the numbers of
each feature used in the training and testing sets.

Feature Selection
Nucleotide composition is the basic feature of the splice site sequence. Each of the four
nucleotides adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T) can be represented
as a 4-bit string code. I used the following 4 bit codes to represent each of the four
nucleotides, A-1000, C- 0100, G-0010, and T-0001. It is also common for an N or X to
be used to represent an unknown nucleotide. I used the 4-bit string code of N/X-0000 to
handle this case, however I did not include this case in my training and testing sets. This
has the effect of scaling each feature of the input vector to the range of [0,1].
For each case, alternative 5’ splice sites, alternative 3’ splice sites, and exon skipping, I
analyzed the region of 30 to 100 nucleotides upstream and downstream of the splice site
in 10 nucleotide increments. Therefore, there were 64 different length combinations for
each of the three cases. This set of possible vectors contained 16 different dimensional
vectors. The overall length range is from 60 to 200 nucleotides by 10 nucleotide
increments, so the dimension of each vector is 4L-D, where L is 60 to 200 by 10. The
smallest dimensional vector is 4 x 60 = 240, and the largest is 4 x 200 = 800 dimensions.
A subset of each of the length combinations was trained and tested with default settings.
The subsets were made up of upstream lengths of 30 to 100 nucleotides with a
downstream length of 100 nucleotides, and upstream length of 100 nucleotides with
downstream lengths of 30 to 100 nucleotides. The subset size was 15 as opposed to 64.
The subset case with the highest accuracy was then run through the grid.py tool that came
with the LIBSVM package [59]. The grid.py tool is an application that performs an
exhaustive grid search on a set of penalty parameters, C, and gamma values. It is used to
find the best penalty parameter, C, and gamma values. The best C and gamma values for
the alternative 3’ SVM was C = 2.0 and  = 0.0078125. The best C and gamma values for
the alternative 5’ SVM was C = 1.414213 and  = 0.015625. The best C and gamma
values for the exon skipping were C = 8 and  = 0.0078125. These new values improved
the accuracy of all three SVMs over the default values. A more extensive description of
the grid search process can is covered in the Performance Assessment section later in this
chapter.
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I then used these new values to run all 64 different length combinations for each of the
three SVM cases. Figure 12 shows the accuracy for each of the three SVMs against the
upstream and downstream nucleotide ranges.

Nucleotides Upstream and Downstream of Splice
Site

Figure 12. Accuracy of Nucleotide Ranges for the Three Models

It can be seen that the Alternative 3’ SVM had the best accuracy followed by the exon
skipping SVM and than the 5’ SVM. The accuracy of the alternative 3’ SVM was in
range of 65% to 68%. The accuracy of the alternative 5’ SVM was between 59% and
62% in range, and the exon skipping was in the range of 62% to 66%.
Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the accuracy of each of the individual SVM’s accuracy
against nucleotide distribution. I then took the five highest accuracy scores across the
nucleotide distributions from each of the three SVM models. These five highest
distribution scores were then compared against the sensitivity for each class. The
nucleotide distributions with the five highest accuracy scores for the alternative 3’ model
were: 40 upstream to 60 downstream, 70 upstream to 30 downstream, 90 upstream to 50
downstream, 40 upstream to 40 downstream, and 50 upstream to 30 downstream of the 3’
splice site. The nucleotide distributions with the five highest accuracy scores for the
alternative 5’ model were: 40 upstream to 60 downstream, 70 upstream to 30
downstream, 80 upstream to 30 downstream, 70 upstream to 50 downstream, and 70
upstream to 40 downstream of the 5’ splice site. The nucleotide distributions with the five
highest accuracy scores for the exon skipping model were: 30 upstream to 80
downstream, 40 upstream to 100 downstream, 40 upstream to 90 downstream, 40
upstream to 40 downstream, 40 upstream to 80 downstream of the 3’ splice site for the
skipped exon.
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Figure 13. Alternative 3’ Model Accuracy Across Nucleotide Distributions
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Feature Selection for Alternative 3’ Splice Site Model
I compared the sensitivity scores for each of the four classes in the alternative 3’ model
against the nucleotide distributions with the five highest accuracy scores for the
alternative 3’ model. These nucleotide distributions are described in the previous section.
The four classes in the alternative 3’ model are the upstream alternative 3’ splice site, the
downstream alternative 3’ splice site, the constitutive 3’ splice site, and the non-splicing
region respectively. See Figure 16.
upstream

downstream

Figure 16. Upstream and Downstream Positions for Alternative 3’ Splice Site

The sensitivity remained fairly constant across all classes over the nucleotide distribution.
Classes 1 and 2, the upstream alternative 3’ and downstream alternative 3’ respectively,
showed a slight improvement as the downstream length decreased, witnessed by the saw
tooth form in the figure below. See Figure 17. From the comparison, I chose to use the
nucleotide range of 40 upstream to 60 downstream of the 3’ splice site. This range had
the best model accuracy at 67.955% and good average balance of sensitivity scores for
the four classes.
Alternative 3'
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Figure 17. Sensitivity Scores Across Nucleotide Distributions for Each Class in the Alternative 3’ Model
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Feature Selection for Alternative 5’ Splice Site Model
I compared the sensitivity scores for each of the four classes in the alternative 5’ model
against the nucleotide distributions with the five highest accuracy scores for the
alternative 5’ model. These nucleotide distributions are described in the previous section.
The four classes in the alternative 5’ model are the upstream alternative 5’ splice site, the
downstream alternative 5’ splice site, the constitutive 5’ splice site, and the non-splicing
region respectively. See Figure 18.
upstream
downstream

Figure 18. Upstream and Downstream Positions for Alternative 5’ Splice Site

The sensitivity remained fairly constant across all classes over the nucleotide distribution.
Class 3, the constitutive class, showed a slight improvement as the downstream length
increased. However classes 1 and 2, the upstream alternative 3’ and downstream
alternative 3’ respectively, showed a slight improvement as the downstream length
decreased, witnessed by the saw tooth form in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Sensitivity Scores Across Nucleotide Distributions for Each Class in the Alternative 5’ Model
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From the comparison, I chose to use the nucleotide range of 40 upstream to 60
downstream of the 5’ splice site. This range had the best model accuracy at 61.817% and
good average balance of sensitivity scores for the four classes.

Feature Selection for Exon Skipping Model
I compared the sensitivity scores for each of the four classes in the exon skipping model
against the nucleotide distributions with the five highest accuracy scores for the exon
skipping model. These nucleotide distributions are described in the previous section. The
four classes in the exon skipping model are the 3’ splice site for the major (skipped exon)
exon, the 3’ splice site for minor (cryptic) exon, the constitutive 3’ splice site, and the
non-splicing region respectively. See Figure 20.
minor

major

3’ splice site

Figure 20. Major and Minor Paths for Exon Skipping

The sensitivity remained fairly constant for classes 1, 2, and 4 over the nucleotide
distribution. Class 3, the constitutive class, showed a slight improvement as the
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Figure 21. Sensitivity Scores Across Nucleotide Distributions for Each Class in the Exon Skipping Model
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downstream length increased, witnessed by the slight waveform seen in the Figure 21.
From the comparison, I chose to use the nucleotide range of 30 upstream to 80
downstream of the 3’ splice site for the skipped exon. This range had the best model
accuracy at 65.246% and the sensitivity scores for the three 3’ splice site classes, classes
1, 2, and 3, were between the range of 53.5% and 55%. The sensitivity for the nonsplicing class was 94.44%.

Performance Assessment
I used sensitivity (Sn), specificity (Sp), and total accuracy (TA) to evaluate the
performance of the algorithms for each of the three models. I analyzed these three
parameters on each class in each of the three models to see how well each model
separated each class. I used True Positive (TP) and False Negative (FN) to denote the
numbers of positive data for each class. Then Sn and Sp were defined as [53]:
Sn =

TP
×100%
TP + FN

Sp =

TN
×100%
TN + FP

and

Sn and Sp are the proportion of positive and negative data that is correctly predicted. TA
was defined as [53]:
TA =

TP + TN
× 100%
TP + FN + TN +FP

As described in the Feature Selection main section earlier in this chapter, I described the
use of the grid.py tool. The tool used five fold cross-validation on C values 2-5, 2-3, 2-1, 21,
…, 215, and gamma values 2-15, 2-13, 2-11,…, 23. The grid search done by the grid.py tool
tested pairs of (C,  ) until the one with the best five fold cross-validation was found [32].
This method was computationally expensive, but not much more than advanced methods
since there are only two parameters [32]. Basically the grid-search exhaustively searches
for the best perpendicular hyper-plane, which separates two classes. The C and gamma
ranges described above were used as a course grid search for the alternative 3’ and 5’
models. The best C and  pair for the alternative 3’ model was C = 21 = 2.0 and  = 2-7 =
0.0078125, and the best C and  pair for the alternative 5’ model was C = 21 = 2.0 and 
= 2-5 = 0.03125, for the course grid search. I then performed a finer grid search around
these best pairs for each model. For the alternative 3’ model the range of the C values
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were 20, 20.25, 20.5, 20.75, …, 22, and gamma values 2-8, 2-7.75, 2-7.5,…, 2-6. The best C and 
pair for the finer grid search on the alternative 3’ model was C = 21 = 2.0 and  = 2-7 =
0.0078125. So, there was no improvement from the finer grid search. The best five-fold
cross validation accuracy was 68.5025%.
The finer grid search for the alternative 5’ model had the range of the C values 20, 20.25,
20.5, 20.75, …, 22, and gamma values 2-6, 2-5.75, 2-5.5,…, 2-4. The best C and  pair for the
finer grid search on the alternative 5’ model was C = 20.5 = 1.414213 and  = 2-6 =
0.015625. So, there was a slight improvement from the finer grid search. The best fivefold cross-validation accuracy improved from 62.0804 to 62.6454%.
I only performed the course grid search on the exon skipping model. The best C and 
pair for the exon skipping model was C = 23 = 8.0 and  = 2-7 = 0.0078125.
In my case, where my SVM models have four classes, there are six perpendicular hyperplanes, one hyper-plane for each combination of classes. So, there is a perpendicular
hyper-plane separating Class 1 and Class 2, another separating Class 1 and Class 3, etc.
The figures below show how finding the best penalty parameter, C, and gamma values
can find a better classifier, thus reducing the chances of having an overfitting classifier
and improving the accuracy of the SVM model. See Figure 22.

(a) Training data and an overfitting classifier

(b) Training data and a better classifier

Figure 22. Two Possible Classifiers for Separating the Same Classes. [32]

Table 3 shows the performance of the three SVM classifiers with the highest accuracy
scores, using the best C and  pairs from the grid search.
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Alternative 3’ model
Class 1 (upstream SS)
Class 2 (downstream SS)
Class 3 (constitutive 3’)
Class 4 (non-splicing)
Alternative 5’ model
Class 1 (upstream SS)
Class 2 (downstream SS)
Class 3 (constitutive 5’)
Class 4 (non-splicing)
Exon Skipping model
Class 1 (major exon)
Class 2 (minor exon)
Class 3 (constitutive 3’)
Class 4 (non-splicing)

Sn (%)

Sp (%)

TA (%)

34.381
29.837
82.162
94.869

94.271
95.263
67.789
97.802

83.478
83.211
72.352
96.869

24.777
24.818
80.741
95.807

93.228
92.421
63.424
98.785

79.067
78.207
68.447
97.913

54.405
53.651
54.920
94.444

80.428
91.663
82.595
98.830

73.714
83.972
75.163
97.641

Table 3. Sensitivity, Specificity, and Total Accuracy Scores for Each Class in the Three Models.

I plotted the results of sensitivity (true positive rate) vs. the False Positive rate (1 –
specificity). This type of graph is called a Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC
curve), and is used to show the cutoff between sensitivity and specificity. [58]

Figure 23. ROC Curve for Alternative 5’ Model

Figure 24. ROC Curve for Alternative 3’ Model

Figure 25. ROC Curve for Exon Skipping Model
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Requirements
Project Scope
The scope of this project was to create software program that is able to predict the
following types of splice sties in human genes: constitutive 5’, constitutive 3’, alternative
3’ upstream, alternative 3’ downstream, alternative 5’ upstream, alternative 5’
downstream, 3’ splice site of a skipped exon, and 3’ splice site of a cryptic exon. An
important part of the project was the analysis of the training and testing data, in order to
create the most accurate predictions possible.
The project did not include all types of alternative splice types. I excluded mutually
exclusive exons and intron retention. I also excluded rare occurrences, such as multiple
skipped exons. I only included instances in the training and testing data where a single
exon was skipped, even though there were a few cases in which two or more exons were
skipped. I did not include multiple skipping because I felt that the computational expense
of comparing all neighboring exons could not be justified.
The aim of this program was to predict the above mentioned splice sites, so that it would
give a biologist a way to examine a previously predicted gene or known gene, for
possible alternative forms, that are not known and may warrant further investigation.

User Interface
The user interface is through the command line. There are several parameters that the
program will accept from the command line. The first parameter that the program accepts
is a required parameter, the input file name containing the DNA sequence to be run
through the program. The second and third parameters are optional. The second
parameter is the name of the output file and the third parameter is a flag indicating if you
want the program to search the reverse strand of the DNA sequence for results.

Figure 26. Command Line User Interface.
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Design
SVM Package and Cross-Validation
I used the LIBSVM, Library for Support Vector Machines, SVM package, version 2.81,
written by Chih-Chung Chang and Chih-Jen Lin [59]. The latest version of the software
is publicly available and can be downloaded at “http://www.csie.ntu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm”. I
decided to write my project in Perl, and translated the Java implementation into the Perl
language. I tested several sample files for training and testing using different parameters
to make sure that my Perl implementation gave the same results as the Java version that
came with the package.
I also used the grid search tool, Grid.py, which came with the package to perform a
course and fine grid search on my input data. The grid search tool is a command line
Python script to exhaustively search for the best C and  parameters for an SVM model
using five-fold cross-validation.

Architecture
I used Perl as my programming language for this project. I used a combination of objectoriented Perl modules, BioPerl modules [60], and the Perl data types of scalars, arrays,
and hashes to store and process the data.
I wrote several Perl scripts for parsing the data that was extracted from the ASAP II
database, into different training and testing files that were formatted to the SVM input
format. Some other scripts were written to parse the SVM output data to into statistical
results. Most of these parser scripts followed the functional programming methodologies,
however the script that was used to format the training and testing input files used a
multiple paradigm of object-oriented and functional methodologies. I created a Perl
module, or object, that inherited the BioPerl sequence object. This object was designed to
hold a DNA sequence object, the function of the BioPerl sequence object, along with the
additional functions for processing the DNA sequence into a binary representation and
also into the SVM input format. I was able to use this object in my main program also.
The main program used multiple paradigm design. It incorporated object-oriented design
and functional programming with sub-procedures. Objects were used to represent the
DNA input sequence, and many objects were used in the SVM implantation.

Implementation
I decided to use Perl as the programming language for this program since it is a
commonly used language in Bioinformatics. The first step was to convert the LIBSVMs
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Java implementation code into Perl. This presented some challenges, since the some of
the functions in Java are not available in Perl. Java is a pure object-oriented language
while Perl is more of a functional language with the ability to build objects. Another
challenge was that Perl’s only data types are scalars, arrays, and hashes. A scalar can be a
string, integer, double, or a reference to an object, array, or hash. The good thing about a
scalar is that it very flexible for the data type that can be stored in it. The bad thing about
a scalar is that, because it is very flexible for the data type that can be stored in it, every
time it has to do a mathematical operation it has to make sure the data type is a number,
which is very costly for running a program with a lot of mathematical operations. Java
and other high level languages declare the data type, so they do not have to perform the
operation of checking the data type. I believe this caused the performance of the Perl
implementation to be well below that of the Java implementation.
The next step was to create an interface with the SVM. The process for doing this was to
read the DNA input sequence from the user, and loading it into two sequence objects, one
for the positive strand and one for the complement strand. One of the functions of the
sequence object was a method to return the SVM input format for a subsequence of the
DNA sequence. I used this method to create a temporary file of input vectors. Each input
vector is a subsequence of the DNA sequence whose length is the same as the nucleotide
length that the SVM model was built on. For example, I chose the upstream and
downstream region of the alternative 3’ model as 40 and 60 nucleotides respectively. This
means that the subsequence length will be 100 nucleotides. The number of input vectors
is then, DNA sequence length minus subsequence length. There is one temporary file for
each model.
The temporary file of input vectors is then passed to the predict method of the SVM for
its corresponding SVM model. The predicted class for each input vector was then stored
in an array, one corresponding to each model. I used the hash data type to store the
predicted splice sites. The key for the hash was the predicted position and its value was
the predicted splice type, such as “Alternative 3’ upstream”. I did not load any of the nonsplicing prediction sites into the hash table. I also created Position Specific Scoring
Matrices (PSSM), based on the for each prediction type. These PSSMs were used to filter
any SVM predicted splice sites that did not conform to any known splice site sequences
fro the predicted splice site type. The PSSMs were based on frequencies for 9-mer
sequences around the 5’ splice site, and an 8-mer sequence around the 3’ splice site. I
compiled these frequencies from all the extracted data that the training and testing files
were created from.
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Figure 27. Flow Chart for Splice Site Prediction Program

Next I had to do was check to see if any of the three models predicted the same position
as splice site. If there was a conflict at a position, I then kept the one whose PSSM score
was higher then the others, and deleted the lower scoring prediction. The PSSM score
was based on the sum of the weights for each position, corresponding to the weight of the
nucleotide at a specific position, divided by the highest score that could be achieved for
the PSSM. The score is a percentage of how close the sequence is to the consensus
sequence for that particular PSSM.
A total of eight PSSMs were constructed for the different types of splice sites the SVMs
were predicting. Figures 28 through 35 show the nucleotide distributions of each
nucleotide flanking the splice sites for the PSSMs. A Perl script was used to create the
distributions of each splice site from the data extracted from the ASAP II database. The
script also kept track of the minimum score of a good splice site sequence for each splice
site type. This minimum score was used as the minimum cute off score for the PSSM.
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The last thing that needed to be done was that the three hash tables were merged into a
single hash table. This final hash table was then sorted by position in the input file, and
sent to output. Figure 36 shows a sample output from the program.
The output displays the predicted splice site, the coding strand that it was found on, the
relative position on the input sequence, and the nucleotide sequence around the splice
site. The lower case letters in the nucleotide sequence represents the intronic region and
the upper case letters represent the exonic region.
In the Results section I will discuss the results I obtained from the test sets and from a
genomic sequence with known alternative splice sites.

Results
Prediction of Alternative Splice Sites
The prediction of alternative splice sites was performed on the testing set and also of the
genomic sequence that codes the BRCA1 gene. For the genomic sequence of the BRCA1
gene I downloaded the complete genomic sequence containing the gene from the NCBI
website. The size of the genomic sequence was 84,000 nucleotides in length. Figure 33
shows the partial output from the prediction program.
The prediction program predicted about 6900 false non-splicing sites out of about 83,850
actual non-splicing sites, so the non-splice accuracy was around 92%, which is a about
3% lower than the test set results.
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Figure 36. Sample Prediction Output

The results from the testing sets are discussed in the next section, Comparison with
Existing Methods.

Comparison with Existing Methods
There are several methods that have recently been published for predicting alternative
splice site using SVMs. The method proposed by H. Xia [53] used the mechanism of
splice site competition. This method differed in my method, in that they started with a
known splice site, and then predicted whether a competitive splice site was within 200
nucleotides upstream or downstream of the known splice site. My method classifies all of
the positions in the input sequence, so it is difficult to compare my results to their results.
They published that their method could predict about 70% of alternative splice sites
accurately with a false positive rate of 30% [53]. Another difference in my method was
that it predicts the type of splice site. For example, it will predict whether a splice site is
an alternative 3’ splice, and if it is upstream or downstream in relation to another
alternative 3’ splice site. It will also predict if the splice site is constitutive.
My results can only be compared by calculating the sensitivity and false positive rate
when the models predict either alternative splice version. For either alternative 3’
upstream or downstream splice sites, the predicted accuracy is ~40% with a false positive
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rate of 9%. For either alternative 5’ upstream or downstream splice sites, the predicted
accuracy is ~38% with a false positive rate of 10%. For either major or minor exon
skipping splice sites, the predicted accuracy is ~73% with a false positive rate of 23%.
These results show that the constitutive site is more likely to be predicted over the
alternative site. This could be caused by the similarity in the splice site sequences.
The results from my prediction models are quite a bit lower than that of the prediction
program that uses the mechanism of competitive splicing, however their method needs to
know one splice site in order to predict if there is an alternative splice site near by.

Conclusion/Discussion
I was able to create a more inclusive alternative splice prediction program at the expense
of having lower prediction accuracy than other alternative prediction splice sites. My
prediction method predicts alternative 3’and 5’ splice sites, and 3’ splice sites on exons
that are involved in exon skipping.

Future Work
There are two other alternative splicing events that I did not include in this project,
mutually exclusive exclusion and intron retention. Adding these two events would make
this program an all-inclusive alternative splice site prediction tool. The accuracy of
identifying the correct type of splice site needs to be improved. I would probably need to
extend the nucleotide lengths around the splice sites to see it would create a better
classification for the splice site vectors.
The decision to use Perl as the language caused the computational time to be about 30
times slower than a Java implementation for the SVM training and prediction functions.
The Perl scripts work well for parsing data and analyzing data in output files. A language
that is faster at performing mathematical operations needs to be implemented to make
this program run faster. One way may be to integrate C code with Perl, or use an objectoriented language like Java or C#. The program could be optimized to take advantage of
the multi-core processors in many of today’s computers. This would be possible, since
the prediction algorithm on the different SVM models can be independently from each
other.
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